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exclusive, limited edition designs by april cornell
Loving hands touch each piece of apparel and linens from start to finish. From concept and design through product development— 

transferring original designs into patterns, fabrics into samples—April and her design team in the US and India work collaboratively to produce two collections 

each year. Because we manufacture at our own factory most of the goods we sell, we create limited editions and try our very best  

to produce enough merchandise to satisfy what you—our dear customers—want. Sometimes, we under produce, which is why we urge you  

to purchase that must-have early in the season before it sells out. With few exceptions—like April’s favorites—we rarely bring an item  

back exactly the same way. Once it’s gone, it’s gone. We hope you enjoy your journey through our Fall 2015 Collection. 

Changing seasons The color story as time passes from autumn to 

winter is dramatic. But in her last hurrah before returning to the icy cold 

blues, whites and grays of winter, Mother Nature shows herself in splendid 

glory. We see the warm olives & golds, brick reds of Harvest, as we give 

thanks for the food and special occasions that sustain us.

A trip north to Stockholm gives us a preview of the deep sea blues  

and forest evergreens that speak of an ancient past. 

The long winter nights encourage us to snuggle down amid the quilts & 

covers in one of our softest cotton Nighties, dreaming of the good times 

we’ll share with our families this holiday. 

Joyeuses fêtes This season I have invited two of my sons to share their 

collections with us. Lee whose One World Brothers Collection 

brings some versatile, stylish menswear to these pages while Kelly’s 

Seaton Cornell Collection presents his take on the stylish urban 

streetwear of Portland or Seattle. Wonderful gifts for the men in your life. 

We also have a special Holiday Entertaining Guide for bringing 

friends and family together at the table. Many gift ideas here, too. And we 

can’t forget the new memories we’ll make this season. Don a bright new 

red dress or maybe a special nightgown for Christmas Morning. Holiday 
Traditions remind us of the many things we are thankful for.
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Cover look: Aurelia Dress shown on page 4

We would like to thank Melange on Main, Burlington, and Ginny 
Joyner Studios, Colchester, Vermont, for their generosity in sharing their 
imaginative interiors for our location photography.

© 2015 April Cornell Online LLC

making a difference
We believe in making a difference in the world, 
where we live, and where we work. As a company 
with deep roots in Canada, USA, and India, we 
are truly global and believe that giving back is 
part of our corporate responsibility.

For years, the April Cornell Company has 
supported projects for mothers and children, 
for first generation learners, for the blind and 
the handicapped, for the imprisoned and the 
homeless. It has been our blessing and our 
privilege to give a hand up, not a hand out to 
others in need.

In India, where our factory gives us so much 
beautiful product, so much craft and skill, we 
give back with every item we make to those in 
need. We also support a variety of fund-raising 
events and such charitable organizations as 
Concern India. For more about our giving back, 
visit us at www.givingworldfoundation.org 

living in a home with beauty
Our most ardent customers have been using our linens for well over twenty years. Though 
their armoires may be stacked full, every so often they find themselves in need of something 
new. In truth, these women may be a bit—what can I say—addicted. Just like me. But of all 
possible vices, I consider loving color and timeless textiles to be pretty harmless. But there’s 
more to why so many of you love our designs—the unmatched feeling living in a home with 
beauty evokes.

It seems to me that the holidays may serve as a pretty accurate measure of a joyful home.  
It is a time full of family and loved ones, a place serenely surrounded by those closest to  
our hearts. 

This time spent together is an exquisite excuse for making our homes as lovely and inviting 
as possible. I hope all the times you share this season are just as special as the friends and 

family you’ve gathered together.

With much love,

April

our artisans in new delhi
We have been manufacturing in India for almost 40 years. In fact, we so fell in love with  
the place—the craft, the textiles, the expertise, and the people of India—that 24 years ago,  
we opened an office in New Delhi. Then, in 1992, we started our own factory.

Just three years ago, we moved to a new space, painted it magenta, planted bougainvillea and 
flowering tress, and made our “girls mean business” statement in the heart of industrial India.

Owned by a woman and run by a woman, we feel unique in the world of global 
manufacturing. Here we proudly employ more than 350 skilled tailors, pattern makers, 
cutting masters, embroidery designers, production experts, and fabric experts in a factory 
that matches the standards and the style of our Vermont-based headquarters.

All our fabrics are designed by us.The prints, the patterns, and even the weaves are sourced 
in India, truly the wealthiest nation of textiles. Here the respect for art, design and craft, 
apprenticeship and skill still exists.

We strive to include these wonderful skills in our clothes and in our linens, to keep alive 
these arts that, once common, are now quickly disappearing.

 

Member, Business Social  
Compliance Initiative

www.bsci-intl.org
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w indicates women’s plus sizes, including xxL 

indicates mommy & me collection

ladies apparel, with the exception of accessories,  
comes in xS, S, m, L and xL

see page 36 for size chart and order form

all fabrics are 100% cotton unless otherwise noted.

April Cornell exclusive designs. Limited quantities, always.



heirloom style
timeless, inspired, romantic

a. a gorgeous, special occasion piece, tailor made for 
winter weddings or stylish evening events. The Chloe is 
lovingly inspired by the stylish Edwardian era, artfully 
showcasing luscious layers of mix-and-match heirloom 
quality lace, and a gathered shawl collar. Shell: Imported 
cotton & nylon blend. Lining: Rayon & imported  
cotton blend. 
chloe jacket 
JKAA5117Z XS-XXL $189 W1-2 $209 
Sorry, XL no longer available

b. perfect for a fabulous event like a winter wedding 
or an excursion to the ballet, the Genevieve Dress is 
poised for center stage. Influenced by Edwardian style, 
this heavenly garment features mix-and-match lace, and 
a beautifully embroidered net on the exaggerated sleeve 
and full hem. A light cover up attaches at the shoulder. 
Shell: Imported cotton & nylon blend. Lining: Rayon & 
imported cotton blend. 
genevieve dress 
DRAA5022Z XS-XXL $249 W1-2 $269

c. a timeless, heirloom-caliber garment made for a 
very special girl, dressed for a very special day. Be it winter 
wedding or fancy holiday party, she will be the star of the 
show. Allover embroidered net is finely embellished at 
the sleeve opening and around the hem. Attached jacket. 
Shell: Imported cotton and nylon blend. Lining: Rayon. 
genevieve girls dress 
DR5383Z B $139 K $149 G $159
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d. you ask? we deliver! 
Back by popular demand is the 
sumptuously soft, printed cotton 
corduroy we all love. Now brought 
to life in an adorable style with a 
gathered collar, our Lauren Dress 
features sweet smocking at the 
neckline. Imported cotton corduroy. 
lauren dress 
DRAA5152Z XS-XXL $129 
W1-2 $149 

e. one of our best selling and 
most loved styles. When worn 
to work over pants, it enhances 
an otherwise ordinary look, but 
it can also be the perfect top for 
a fancy party. Delicate net sleeves 
and embroidered net hem. Longer 
in the back. Tabbed sleeves. 
Imported cotton body with nylon 
trim. Olive or old rose.  
dove jacket 
JKAA5086Z XS-XXL $119  
W1-2 $139 

f. i absolutely, positively love this 
color recipe for the season. Truly, 
romance can bloom equally in the 
autumn as well as the spring. This 
silky rayon skirt is a shape that is 
as lovely now as it was years ago 
when we first introduced it. Full 
length with a side button and 
elastic waist. Rayon.  
odette skirt 
SKA5208Z XS-XL $79

g. celebrate a wistful return to 
the romantic craftsmanship of days 
gone by with Nostalgia Blouse. 
Here we find whimsical piecing of 
lace and rayon brocade blending. 
Embellished with a lace collar and 
a double-ruffle georgette hem. ¾ 
sleeve. Imported cotton, exclusive 
of hem. Antique or olive.  
nostalgia blouse 
BLAA5076Z XS-XXL $89  
W1-2 $99

h. a much-loved shape made 
fresh with one of our sweet floral 
prints, the Friend Dress springs to 
life on a supple rayon, rich olive 
ground. Exquisite tone-on-tone 
flowers embroidered on the bodice. 
Inverted pleats below the waist, 
pencil piping around the scoop 
neckline. Tie back. Decorative, 
carved buttons.  
friend dress 
DRAA5003Z XS-XXL $129 
W1-2 $149
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 Price             Age 

B/Baby  0-18 months 

K/Kids      2-6 years 

G/Girls     8-12 years
   

girls pricing
   

girls sizing charts available online



a. jane-ites unite! The Boulevard is just right for an art opening, the 
opera, and, of course, fans of our adored Jane Austen. Lustrous cotton 
velvet falls almost to the floor in this elegant style. Beautiful brocade on 
the collar and cuff. Stylish carved buttons on the front. Imported cotton. 
boulevard jacket
JKA5149Z XS-XL $189

b. the epitome of romance. This stunning garment brings joyful color 
and feminine grace to any occasion. A finely crafted contemporary classic, 
the Aurelia owes its elegant shape to flowing rayon. A double ruffle hem. 
Modesty panel. Tie belt. Rayon. Coral. 
aurelia dress 
DRAA5024Z XS-XXL $129 W1-2 $149

c. a romantically delivered vision of delicate femininity, the Devon 
Blouse seamlessly combines comfort and style in timeless April Cornell 
fashion. Artfully embellished with a subtle embroidery on the front bodice, 
cuff and collar. Full button front. Gathers on the cuff. Rayon. Creme.  
devon blouse 
BLA5068Z XS-XL $74

d. forget the Montagues and Capulets and all their drama. Let’s 
remember the romance. Our lovely, opulent Juliette Skirt in rich, deep 
tones of green and gold is made from luxurious rayon velvet. It has all the 
majesty necessary for being far more than a “mere player on the stage.” 
Elastic waist. Ankle length. Rayon velvet. 
juliette skirt 
SKA5101Z XS-XL $129

e. romance in the country finds expression in the classic, colorful Friend 
Blouse. Autumnal green, russet browns, and old golds come together in 
a style embellished with our trademark pleating and stitching details. 
Finished with a vibrant red rose pin. Slight V-neck below a Mandarin 
collar. Rayon.  
friend blouse 
BLAA5137Z XS-XXL $94 W1-W2 $104 
Sorry, W2 no longer available

f. who knew pants could be so much fun? Four tiers of gathered rayon 
culminate in a fabulous flounced gauze cuff in our Carly Pant. Wide legged 
and falling to the ankle, this eye-catching style makes a bold and beautiful 
statement. Elastic waist. Black or olive (pictured).  
carly pant 
PTAA5214Z XS-XXL $79 W1-2 $89

g. absolutely one of my favorite color concepts for the season! I can’t 
wait to wear it. Luxurious rayon velvet is the ideal canvas for the rich 
magenta, old gold and scintillating amethyst . The Juliette features a 
renaissance neckline, chalk buttons and a button-on belt. ¾ sleeve. Tea 
length. Rayon velvet. 
juliette dress 
DRA5188Z XS-XL $159
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a. the perfect romantic topper for layering over gorgeous blouses, the Vera Cover 
Up is the cherry on top of a delicious outfit. Crafted in fine lace and styled with 
a scalloped half sleeve, shaped collar and neckline. Fabulous floral embroideries 
spring to life around the shoulders. Imported cotton and nylon blend. 
vera cover up
CUAA5048Z XS-XXL $79 W1-2 $89

b. sumptuous old fashioned detailing from top to bottom adorns the 
heavenly Mariposa Blouse. Eight floral embroideries burst to life from the 
button front, framed bodice, while the square cut neckline is finished with a 
delicate embroidery trim. Crotchet trim edges Swiss dot net sleeves, neckline, 
and hemline has an attached, embroidered scalloped edge. Lined with a 
shantoon rayon camisole. Nylon net. Antique or dark charcoal.
mariposa blouse
BLA5209Z XS-XL $129

c. who knew pants could be so much fun? Four tiers of gathered rayon 
culminate in a fabulous flounced gauze cuff in our Carly Pant. Wide legged 
and falling to the ankle, this eye-catching style makes a bold and beautiful 
statement. Elastic waist. Black or olive (pictured).  
carly pant 
PTAA5214Z XS-XXL $79 W1-2 $89

d. delicate, ephemeral, gossamer. The Gypsy Tunic is a masterwork of 
exquisitely feminine romantic detailing. Floral embroideries on a rayon ground 
and translucent nylon net sleeves and attached net hem. A finely finished scallop 
edges the sleeves and hemlines. 
gypsy tunic 
TNA6558Z XS-XL $149

e. uncommon country girl flair finds expression 
in our romantic floral Odette Dress. From the 
lovely crochet trimmed sweetheart neckline to the 
delicate ruching below the elegant empire waist, 
this adorable style captures the timeless feminine 
values we are proud to uphold. Rayon.
odette dress
DRA5142Z XS-XL $129

f. hopeless romantic? I think not. If anything, we 
are some of the most hopeful people out there! The 
Nadia’s beautiful floral print springs from lovely 
moss crepe rayon. Embellishments detailing the 
bodice include pintucks, bands of crochet lace and an 
elegantly shaped waist. Two tiered skirt. Crochet trim.
nadia dress 
DRAA5027Z XS-XXL $159 W1-2 $179

g. such a delicious treat, so 1930s: beautiful 
details with a vintage-inspired lace trim collar and 
sleeve opening! Rich autumnal ochre is just what 
the season calls for. Masterfully pintucked bodice. 
Raised, shape-flattering waistline. A tie belt ensures 
the perfect fit. ¾ sleeve. Tea length. Rayon.
rousillon dress 
DRA5052Z XS-XL $119
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harvest—subtle hues of autumn, 
time for gratitude
a. a tibetan influenced bucket hat that is adorably cute and cozy warm. Made 
in an original April Cornell blended wool plaid and lined with skin soft rayon, 
the Oliver is artfully embellished with April’s trademark embroidered flowers. 
Imported wool, poly and acrylic blend. Gold or harvest (pictured).
oliver hat 
ACA5312Z one size $39 

b. a fun fall plaid to mix & match, our Blessings Jacket is truly a lightweight 
jacket to be thankful for, especially for all the compliments you’ll receive. Knife 
pleats in the front and back. Embroidered flowers on right sleeve and left front. 
Gathered sleeves with piping. Carved shell buttons. Crotchet trim around neck. 
Imported wool, poly and acrylic blend. 
blessings jacket
JKA5154Z XS-XL $229

c. the print for the Camille Pant is so rich and dense, we call it chocolate. 
I can’t wait to wear these pants in the cool, crisp Vermont autumn. Styled for 
comfort, our straight legged pant compliments the wearer in just the right, 
easy-going, effortless fashion. Side seam pocket. Elastic waist. Rayon.
camille pant 
PTA5211Z XS-XL $84

d. named after a really sweet girl—my daughter-in-law—this dress is perfect 
for the classic April Cornell customer. The Camille is utterly romantic with 
its lovely shawl collar, embroidered buttons on the front, sweetly contrasting 
embroidered net hem, and harvest-inspired palette. Tea length. Rayon.
camille dress
DRAA5032Z XS-XXL $129 W1-2 $149

e. yumm. . .a scrumptious sweater for fending off the damp dark days 
of autumn. I can see myself stretched comfortably in front of a roaring fire, 
cuddled up in my Honey Sweater and lost in a good book. Made extra long 
to the upper thigh in a cozy cable knit. Patch pockets and hood. Acrylic and 
imported wool blend. Oatmeal.  
honey sweater 
SWA6117Z XS-XL $129 
 
eastern botanical tunic shown on page 16 
tapestry leggings shown on page 43

f. stunning and fabulously vintage, our ‘50s-inspired headscarves channel 
the glamorous style of stars like Sophia Loren, embodying a sophisticated, 
timeless look. Made in one of our original prints, they are one size fits all with 
an enclosed elastic at the back for the perfect fit. Rayon.
camille turban
ACA5319Z one size $29 

g. such a cute style! A rich cinnamon-hued Sunday blouse, the Gwennie is 
expertly rendered in delicate imported cotton weave that’s sure to take your 
breath away. Embellishments include a ruffled flounce along the hemline, side 
slits on a shirt tail-shaped hem, and more ruffle detail on the cuff. 
gwennie blouse
BLA5020Z XS-XL $59
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h. as equally sophisticated as bohemian, the rich autumnal hues embedded in 
Indian-inspired paisleys are manifested in the elegant Lauren. Styled for peerless 
comfort, our straight legged pant compliments the wearer in just the right,  
easy-going, effortless fashion. Elastic waist. Imported cotton corduroy.
lauren pant
PTA5185Z XS-XL $98

i. make your own fabulous statement with our gorgeous Isabella Jumpsuit.  
A stunning floral print takes root on golden rayon ground styled with a wide-
legged pant, full button front, ¾ sleeve, and self-fabric sash belt to tie it  
all together. Above ankle length.
isabella jumpsuit
JSA5203Z XS-XL $109

j. sweet wildflowers set in a gold-toned 
round frame add the final flourish to this 
polished glass cluster of  
beads and silk bows. Antique gold color, 
plated findings. Ephemera with silk ribbon. 
Gold-filled ear wires.
victorian ephemera drop earrings
by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz 
R08E 1.5x1” $84 
Shown smaller than actual size
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a. our heirloom dress will brighten your day even during rainy weather. Made 
in the softest pinwale, imported cotton corduroy, this dress has a face-framing 
square neckline, two patch pockets, and three quarter sleeves—all trimmed with 
rosy pink crochet lace.  
heirloom rose dress 
DRA5145Z XS-XL $129 

b. a jacket to match your romantic heart. Styled like the ‘60s car coat, the 
Heirloom Rose Jacket will bring a smile to your face every time you wear it. 
Made from the finest pinwale, imported cotton corduroy, our jacket is pre-washed 
so that it is soft to the touch and drapes beautifully. Reverses to olive cotton. 
heirloom rose jacket 
JKA5217Z XS-XL $169

c. adorable pea coat style, tailor made for your little lady! Made in 
scrumptious imported cotton velvet and styled with pretty patch pockets and a 
coordinating collar with lovely, textured quilted stitching.  
rowan girls jacket 
JK5371Z B $99 K $109 G $119

d. a sweet, simple style, for sweet, simple times. The Tylie-Rose is 
so adorable! Made in a soft velvet and embellished with a gorgeous floral 
embroidered belt at the waist, it features a solid matching ruffled fabric at the 
hem. Imported cotton velvet and shantoon rayon ruffle. 
tylie-rose girls dress 
DR5351Z B $69 K $79 G $89

e. they say a picture is worth a thousand words, and there can be no doubt 
that a picture of your little one clad in the lovely Heirloom Rose Dress will 
make those words truly memorable. Made in the softest imported, pinwale 
cotton corduroy and highlighted by a brick red contrasting hem.  
heirloom rose girls dress 
DR5357Z B $54 K $64 G $74 

heirloom rose doll shown on back cover 
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f. a jacket to match the fleeting innocence of childhood. The Heirloom Rose 
Jacket is made in the finest imported, pinwale cotton corduroy and is highlighted 
by a contrast print on the inside of the hood. Knee length. Reverses to olive cotton. 
heirloom rose girls jacket 
JK5384Z B $74 K $84 G $94 
 
g. so cute! I have been wearing the sample version of this around the 
office for days. Rich, rose colored velvet is luscious, and the four scalloped, 
quilted and embroidered patch pockets create a style that I can’t get enough of. 
Filigree-carved buttons! Blazer length. Shell: 100% Imported cotton velvet. 
Lining: 100% Rayon shantoon. 
rowan jacket 
JKA5012Z XS-XL $159

felicity blouse available online

h. you are going to fall in love with the softness of the imported double cotton 
gauze we developed for this piece. Highlighted by beautiful floral embroidery on 
the bodice with a baby ruffle on the scoop neck, this mixture of plaid and stripe 
nourishes the heart and feels so soft on the skin. Tie belt. Button front.  
sydney dress  
DRA5134Z XS-XL $119
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a. the kind of unique, beautifully executed garment you come to April Cornell 
for. Falling all the way to the knee and knit in a super soft, imported cotton/nylon 
blend, this stylish cable knit is all about functionality. Artfully designed with an 
asymmetrical hemline, it’s perfect for both work and play. Charcoal or wine.  
piano sweater
SWA6121Z XS-XL $129

nostalgia blouse shown on page 5 
camille pants shown on page 10

b. updated classics! Our Boho Dots in t-shirts, shortie skirts, and leggings— 
are splashed dots, a bit impressionistic and a lot more fun. Wear these anywhere and 
everywhere. Mix & match and layer them on. Imported cotton with 4% spandex. 
Black with beige dots or wine with pink dots. 
boho dot t-shirt
TSA5228Z XS-XL $49

c. boho dot skirt
SKA5224Z XS-XL $39

d. boho dot legging
PTA5115Z XS-XL $59

e. so irresistible that you might have to keep it under lock and key! The 
Sis Turtleneck is made in a deliciously soft cotton and styled extra long for an 
ultra flattering, chic silhouette. Standard turtleneck with a relaxed fit. Imported 
cotton and nylon blend. Olive, charcoal or plum (pictured). 
sis turtleneck 
SWA6113Z XS-XL $74

f. keeping you warm all season long, the Betty Button Cardie brings classic 
April Cornell style to a winter staple rendered so maple-syrupy sweet, you could 
well find yourself wanting to own one in every color. Imported cotton and nylon 
blend. Plum, olive or charcoal (pictured.)
betty’s button cardie
SWA6119Z XS-XL $89

g. we love the big cowl neck of our Daddy-o Turtleneck! The loose fit, the 
longer length, and the yummy colors have already made this topper an office 
favorite. You’ll definitely want more than one. Imported cotton with nylon. 
Olive, plum or charcoal.  
daddy-o turtleneck
SWA6120Z XS-XL $89
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h. cute, cool and oh so chunky, the Betty 
Leg Warmers have the power to create warm 
smiles and envious sidelong glances all the day 
long. Where else can you uncover such unique 
treasures? Imported cotton and nylon blend. 
Charcoal, plum or olive.
betty’s leg warmer
AW6109Z one size $34

i. i don’t know about you, but I just can’t seem 
to stay warm enough in wintertime. I always have 
a little bit of a chill. These really help. Cozy and 
stylish, the Tapestry Arm Warmers are made in 
cotton jersey with a touch of lycra and are artfully 
embellished with fine floral embroidery. Black, rose, 
indigo, wine, or olive.
tapestry arm warmer 
AW5089Z one size $29

j. over the river, and through the wood. . . . 
Finely embroidered with trailing, contrasting floral, 
this unique item is tailor-made cuteness, perfect for 
that one of a kind spirit. Imported wool and acrylic 
blend. Lined in imported cotton voile. Wine or 
charcoal.
jessie’s hood
ACA6112Z one size $69
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 style
stockholm

refreshing greens & blues  
of evergreens and clear  

winter skies

b. deeply saturated color tones in nothing but the finest 
Indian cotton would suffice for such a rich garment as the 
Eastern Botanical Tunic. Styled in our classic tunic shape with 
deep side slits for comfort and antique gold sea beads enhancing 
the neckline. ¾ sleeve. Upper thigh length. Imported cotton.  
eastern botanical tunic 
TNAA5109Z XS-XXL $79 W1-2 $89 
tapestry leggings in wine shown on page 43 

c. look no further. . . you have found the perfect holiday 
top! Featuring a gorgeous mix of materials, the main body of 
the Midnight is Swiss dot cotton. A rich blue with gold beads 
highlights the border. Gold fabric trims the cuff. A solid, 
emerald green trim cinches it all together. Imported cotton and 
polyester blend. Nylon trim.  
midnight jacket 
JKAA5193Z XS-XXL $109 W1-2 $129

eastern botanical tunic shown left 
tapestry leggings in indigo shown on page 43

d. the Morocco Blouse is just so bohemian cool! First, there’s the fun-
filled wide stripe fabric printed with a henna-like floral scroll. Then there’s the 
deep V-neck with a mandarin collar. And finally, there’s a funky, loose hanging 
tie embellished with crochet floral tassels. Hip length. Loose fit. Rayon.  
morocco stripe blouse 
BLAA5096Z XS-XXL $79 W1-2 $89 

e. “Sometimes the smallest things take up the most room in your 
heart.”—Winnie the Pooh. The Everyday T-shirt is carefully rendered in 
our deliciously soft, imported cotton jersey and styled with an easy scoop 
neckline and alluring ¾ sleeves. A versatile blend of comfort and style!  
Ecru or black.  
everyday t-shirt 
TSA5221Z XS-XL $49 

f. don’t be scared—jump right into one of our liberating, adorable 
jumpsuits for the season! They are cute, with precious embroidered florets 
on the bodice. They are funky, with their gathered, panel design. And, of 
course, they’re totally comfy, made in a luxuriously silky rayon blend.  
skyfall jumpsuit 
JSA5125Z XS-XL $109

g. the boldness of jet against blues and greens 
turn these simple charms into art deco tokens of 
the 20s, 30s and 40s. Quartz, assorted opaque 
glass cabochons, blue and jet crystal rhinestones, 
and metallic bugle seed beads. Antique gold  
colored, plated alloy castings. Gold filled ear wire. 
found charms drop earrings  
by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz  
S16E 1.75x0.50” $89 
Shown smaller than actual size

a. so evocative of Parisian 
art nouveau, the Parisian 
Reverie necklace brings the 
decorative arts in France 
from the end of the19th 
century into the ‘20s to life. 
Assorted antiqued glass, 
crystal navettes, and round 
rhinestones. Antique silver- 
and antique gold-colored 
plated alloy castings, chains, 
and lobster clasp. 
parisian reverie necklace 
by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz  
T06N adjustable from 
22–26” $144 
Shown smaller than actual size
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a. deeply saturated jewel tones find fresh 
expression in the Eastern Botanical Dress. This 
Edwardian-inspired shape has quickly become a 
favorite at April Cornell. It’s just so flattering! 
Embellished with solid contrasting trims on the 
waist, cuff, and hem. Full hem sweep—16 panels.  
Tie back. Imported cotton.  
eastern botanical dress 
DRAA5040Z XS-XXL $119 W1-2 $139 

b. the only denim jacket you will ever need is 
here, and it is lovingly designed with a classic April 
Cornell twist. Delicately trimmed with the glorious 
Botanical print on the inside cuffs and on the 
button facing, giving a little burst of flower power 
when you need it most. 97% imported cotton 
denim, 3% lycra. 
cowboy denim jacket 
JKAA5190Z XS-XXL $159 W1-2 $179

c. romance bordering on the dreams fulfilled 
comes to life in the Romance Blouse. Teeny 
tiny pleats on the bodice are embellished with 
delicately embroidered top stitching, while finely 
embroidered florets rest on top of inset lace panels 
on the sleeve and shoulder. Extra full flounce and 
billowing cuff. Imported cotton. Light gray. 
romance blouse 
BLAA6553Z XS-XXL $129 W1-2 $139 

d. following the inspiration of a traditional, 
Moroccan-style striped caftan, we’ve made ours in 
incomparably soft, imported cotton voile. What 
gives this garment its unique character is a deeply 
saturated, stylized print. Ankle length. Rayon. 
morocco stripe caftan 
CFAA5220Z XS-XXL $109 W1-2 $129

e. an elegant piece designed to complement 
the most discriminating of wardrobes, the Duet is 
one of my favorite pieces in the collection. Made 
in irresistibly soft, gotta-feel-it velvet and styled 
with a uniquely raised shawl collar with intricate 
stitching detail. A must-have for the season. 
Stitching detail on the hem. Tiny buttons trim the 
yoke. Imported cotton velvet. 
duet jacket 
JKA5082Z XS-XL $149

f. twirl to your heart’s content in this timeless 
skirt! The Lyric jacquard fabric is a marvelously 
rendered floral pattern made into our silky soft 
rayon weave. Styled with an easy elastic waist for 
comfort and six panels for a generous hem sweep, 
this is a skirt meant for the holidays. 100%  
rayon jacquard. 
lyric skirt 
SKA5166Z XS-XL $98
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g. mysterious hematite evokes 
the allure of shimmering, romantic 
evenings. 8mm hematite bead ring in 
matte crystal rhinestone bead setting. 
Hematite and adventurine beads. 
Lobster claw clasp. 
shimmering nights necklace 
Revelation by Randall Johnson 
V1N adjustable chain to 18” $54 
Shown smaller than actual sizse 



d. a stunning statement—sure to start a conversation! The bronze, turquoise, 
and shimmering rhinestone half hoops create a wonderful autumnal color story that 
complements this season’s fall palette. Turquoise beads. Rhinestone chain with silk 
bow. Antique gold color plated findings and castings. Gold filled ear wires. 
sparkles & bows drop earrings 
by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz  
B17E 2.5x1.5” $84 
Shown smaller than actual size

e. wonderfully rendered floral pattern made up in our silky soft rayon weave, 
the Lyric Blouse is deliciously styled with pintuck detailing and accordion pleats  
on the bodice. Light gathers below the bodice ensure just the right, relaxed drape. 
Full button front. Mandarin collar. Teal. 
lyric blouse 
BLAA5165Z XS-XXL $89 W1-2 $99 

f. fabulous floral feminine frock fit for the free-spirited, romance-loving, 
refuse-to-be-categorized women we cherish. Classic April Cornell colors bloom 
from the sky ground print that is enhanced by an exaggerated scoop neck and an 
empire waist. ¾ sleeve. Lower calf length. Full button front. Moss rayon. 
memories dress 
DRA5199Z XS-XL $119

memories girls dress available online

a. styled with a button front bodice and form-flattering gathers below the 
waist, the Lyric Jacquard Dress is wonderfully rendered in a floral patterned, 
silky soft rayon weave. Its appeal comes from the perfect balance between 
intricately designed fabric and richly saturated color. Full hem sweep. Tie belt.  
lyric dress 
DRAA5164Z XS-XXL $114 W1-2 $134

b. the hopeless romantic will appreciate the detailing and lacework of our 
French Collar. This intricate work is seldom seen in today’s marketplace. Floral-
embroidered net, cinched with delicate mother-of-pearl button. Imported cotton 
and nylon blend. Ecru (available online) or blue.  
french collar  
AC5322Z one size $34
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c. lavishly embellished with artisanal 
details like thin pintucks on the bodice 
and zig-zag pleating on the shoulder, this 
rayon gem embodies the rare and unique 
garments you will only find at April 
Cornell. Solid contrasting border on hem. 
Sea bead embroidered buttons. Rayon.  
jewel dress 
DRA5094Z XS-XL $109

Also available in plum shown on page 40
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joyful christmas merry & joyful— 
a medley of  
holiday prints

bohemian luxury rich brocades, daring  
needlecraft &  
charming patchwork

colorful harvest painterly sunflowers, 
golden wildflowers  
& autumn hues

holiday  entertaining
  at home with April

victorian rose in brick 
TPVICZ 36x36” $26 54x54” $49 
60x90” $69 60x108” $89 72x120” 
$109 88” round $89

artistic living turning the ordinary  
into the extraordinary

reverie in antique 
TPREVZ 36x36” $26 54x54” $49 60x90” $69 60x108” $89 88” round $89

safari kantha in multi 
TPSAFZ fabrics may vary, 54x54” $109

merry in antique 
TPMER* 36x36” $26 54x54” $49 60x90” $69 60x108” $89

sunflower in black 
TPSUN* 36x36” $26 54x54” $49 60x90” $69 60x108” $89  

72x120” $109 88” round $89

victorian rose placemat and napkin in brick

MPVICZ placemat, set of four, 14x20” $38 
NPVIC20Z napkin, set of four, 20x20” $29 

NWESS18* essential napkin in gold, 
set of four, 18x18” $24

shown folded into printed napkin

robin watercolor  
tea towel

TTROB1* 19x27” $18

pomegranate 
watercolor tea towel

TTPOMG1Z  
19x27” $18

farmers market 
watercolor  
tea towel

TTFAR1* 19x27” $18

mums watercolor  
tea towel

TTMUM1*  
19x27” $18

indian summer patchwork tote bag

BGTINDZ 15Hx10.5Wx7”D $74
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spice patchwork pocket potholder set 
PHPKSPIZ includes pot holder and  

tea towel $24

spice patchwork tea cozy 
TCSPIZ reversible $14
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colorful harvest
Sumptuous in style and beauty, our nature-inspired hand-drawn prints 
and embroideries highlight the Harvest Collection.  
The vivid colors and unexpected delights of autumn are found in  
a variety of linens and home decor for your kitchen, dining & laundry 
rooms—all through the house. All linens are 100% imported cotton. 

jacob’s court tablecloth in rust 
TPJACZ 36x36” $26 54x54” $49 60x90” $69 60x108” $89  
72x120” $109 88” round $89

reverie runner in chocolate

RNREVZ 13x72” $34

spice patchwork ovenmitt
OVSPIZ $18

jacob’s court tea towel and little dish in rust
TTJACZ tea towel, set of two, 19x27” $22

TD2JACZ little dish, set of two, 12x12” $11

sunflower apron in olive
APSUNZ standard size, canvas $34

chef size, canvas $35

cabin plaid apron in multi
APWCABZ one size $24

harvest in black
TPHARZ 54x54” $49 60x90” $69

sunflower tea towel and little dish in olive
TTSUNZ tea towel, set of two, 19x27” $22

TD2SUNZ little dish, set of two, 12x12” $11

NEW! In paper!
harvest watercolor paper placemat in multi
PPWHAR24Z paper, set of 24, 2 designs $34

sunflower tea towel in gold
TTESUN1Z embroidered, sold individually, 19x27” $19

sunflower market bag in olive
BGSUNZ inside pocket, 18.5x14” $27

cabin plaid tablecloth in multi
TPWCABZ 54x54” $38 60x90” $64 60x108” $79 

sunflower tablecloth in olive
TPSUNZ 36x36” $26 54x54” $59 60x90” $69 60x108” $89  

72x120” $109 88” round $89

harvest placemat and napkin in ecru
MPHARZ placemat, set of four, 14x20” $38
NPHAR20Z napkin, set of four, 20x20” $29

NWESS18* essential napkin, in gold set of four, 18x18” $24
shown folded into printed napkin

fall foliage embroidered cushion in rust
CPEFOL18Z filler included, 18x12” $59

Don’t see a product you’re looking for here? 
Please visit our website for complete collections.
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shortbread cookie watercolor tea towel 
TTSBC1* shortbread cookie 19x27” $18

joy joy watercolor tea towel
TTJOY1* joy joy 19x27” $18 

joyful patchwork potholder
PHJOYFZ set of two, different patterns on each side $14

joyful patchwork runner 
RNJOYFZ 13x72” $59

 joyful patchwork ovenmitt
OVJOYFZ $18

chickadee apron in red
APCHZ standard size, canvas $34

chef size, canvas $35

joyful patchwork apron
APJOYFZ one size $39 

heritage plaid placemat and napkin in red 
MPWHERZ placemat. set of four, 14x20” $32 
NPWHER18Z napkin, set of four, 18x18” $26

NWESS18* essential napkin in cream  
set of four, 18x18” $24

shown folded into printed napkin

joyful patchwork tablecloth in red 
TPJOYFZ 54x54” $109

merry tablecloth in black 
TPMER* 36x36” $26 54x54” $59 60x90” $69 
60x108” $89 72x120” $109 88” round $89

tartan plaid tablecloth in red 
TPWTARZ 54x54” $39 60x90” $64 60x108” $79
shown with coordinating napkins

 joyful patchwork pocket potholder set 
PHPKJOYFZ includes pot holder and tea towel $24

 joyful patchwork cocktail napkins 
NP6JOYF10Z set of six, three assorted prints $16

 chickadee tea towel and little dish in red
TTCHKZ tea towel, set of two, 19x27” $22

TD2CHKZ little dish, set of two, 12x12” $11

 joyful patchwork quilted placemat and napkin 
MPQJOYFZ placemat set of four, 14x20” $58

NPJOYF20Z napkin, set of four, assorted prints $29
NWESS18* essential napkin in green set of four, 18x18” $24

shown folded into printed napkin

joyful patchwork tea cozy 
TCJOYFZ reversible $14

merry placemat and napkin in antique 
MPMER* placemat, set of four, 14x20” $38 
NPMER20* napkin, set of four, 20x20” $29 

NWESS18* essential napkin in red set of four, 18x18” $24
shown folded into printed napkin

 peace, love and joy embroidered tea towels  
in white shown clockwise from top 

TTEPEA1 peace, sold individually, approx. 29x19” $15 
TTELOV1 love, sold individually, approx. 29x19” $15 
TTEJOY1 joy, sold individually, approx. 29x19” $15

joyful christmas
Christmas traditions live on through the ornaments we collect,  
the decorations we use to “deck the halls,” and, of course, in our special 
holiday table settings. One of my fondest memories is baking Christmas 
cookies with my mother. We cherish these family memories while each 
year we help create new ones. All linens are 100% imported cotton.

chickadee tablecloth in red
TPCHKZ 36x36” $26 54x54” $49 60x90” $69 60x108” $89  
72x120” $109 88” round $89

Don’t see a product you’re looking for here? 
Please visit our website for complete collections.
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sari brocade cushion
CPSAR16Z filler included, fabrics may vary, 

16x16” $39

jewel kantha runner
RNJEWZ fabrics may vary, 13x72” $69

mother’s velvet runner
RNMOTVZ embroidered, 13x72” $98

 jewel kantha cushion
CPJEW16Z filler included, fabrics may 

vary, 16x16” $39

 jacob’s velvet cushion in gold
CPJACV20Z filler included, 20x14” $44

safari kantha cushion
CPSAF16Z filler included, fabrics may 

vary, 16x16” $39

victorian velvet cushion
CPVICV18Z filler included, 18x18” $49

ruby brocade runner  
RNRUBZ fabrics may vary, 13x72” $69

safari kantha quilt
BCSAFZ fabrics may vary, 90x108” $299

ruby brocade tablecloth
TPRUBZ fabrics may vary, 54x54” $109

jewel kantha tablecloth
TPJEWZ fabrics may vary, 54x54 $109 

safari kantha tablecloth 
TPSAFZ fabrics may vary, 54x54” $109

safari kantha runner
RNSAFZ fabrics may vary, 13x72” $69

nanette embroidered curtain in wine
CURNANZ sold individually, 36x84” $89

bohemian luxury

Don’t see a product you’re looking for here? 
Please visit our website for complete collections.

Inspiration for this collection comes from India,  
literally and figuratively. Some of the pieces are made from discarded 
antique saris, which are masterfully reworked and stitched by hand using 
Kantha embroidery. Truly collectible masterpieces! We also add in some 
contemporary work from our own fabrics, taking the rich colors of India as 
our guide. All linens are 100% imported cotton.

sari brocade tablecloth in multi
TPSARZ fabrics may vary, 54x54” $109



evelyn tablecloth in blue
TPEVEZ 36x36” $26 54x54” $49 60x90” $69 

heirloom rose tablecloth in gold
TPHEIZ 36x36” $26 54x54” $49 60x90” $69

heirloom rose large laundry bag in green
BGHEILGZ $44

reverie tea towel and little dish in antique 
TTREVZ tea towel, set of two, 19x27” $22 

TD2REVZ little dish, set of two, 12x12” $11

conservatory placemat and napkin smoke
MPCONZ placemat, set of four, 14x20” $38
NPCON20Z napkin, set of four, 20x20” $29

NWESS18* essential napkin in cream, set of four, 18x18” $24
shown folded into printed napkin

evelyn quilted placemat and napkin in blue
MPQEVEZ placemat, set of four, 14x20” $48
NPEVE20Z napkin, set of four, 20x20” $29

NWESS18* essential napkin in dark blue, set of four, 18x18” $24
shown folded into printed napkin

artistic living
Home is truly where the heart is. As many of you have told us, your home is your 
personal canvas, where you let your artistic spirit reign. With every design we 
create, we think about how our work can enhance your vision. These pieces are 
for connoisseurs of color who appreciate the vibrant aesthetic embodied in our 
products and who love the interest they kindle in the home. Let us help you turn 
an ordinary day into an extraordinary one. All linens are 100% imported cotton.

conservatory tablecloth in smoke
TPCONZ 36x36” $26 54x54” $49 60x90” $69 60x108” $89 88” round $89

a garden of delightful 
cushions & quilts 
Our comfortable and beautiful quilts are loved for 
their timeless beauty and comfort. Velvet piping 
trim on the scalloped edge. Doubled-sided. Reverses 
to complimentary print or solid.  For more details, 
please visit our online Linens Shop.

colorful cushion covers  
shown top to bottom:
victorian rose cushion cover in gold
sunflower cushion cover in black
jacob’s court cushion cover in rust
heirloom rose cushion cover in green
reverie cushion cover in chocolate
sunflower cushion cover in olive
sunflower cushion cover in black
cushion covers available online, fillers sold separately

Don’t see a product you’re looking for here? 
Please visit our website for complete collections.

conservatory quilt in gold
QHEIZ queen, 90x90” $279 king, 90x108” $299

conservatory pillowcase in gold
PCCONZ 21x34” $29

heirloom rose quilt in green
QHEIZ queen, 90x90” $279 king, 90x108” $299

heirloom rose pillowcase in green
PCHEIZ 21x34” $29

victorian rose quilt in brick
QVICZ queen, 90x90” $279 king, 90x108” $299

victorian rose pillowcase in brick
PCVICZ 21x34” $29
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           ITEm #                 SIZE                 COLOR                             ITEm NAmE          QTY        PRICE EACH ITEm                  TOTAL

Payment method American Express         masterCard         VISA         DISCOVER         CHECK/mONEY ORDER (see below)      

Account Number                      Security #*            Exp. Date (mm/yy)               

  * The 3-digit number is located on the back of the card at the end of the signature line. 
  AmEx 4-digit number is located on the front of the card above the card number. 

  ** Add in local taxes if applicable.       Signature for all charges

Ordered by (Billing name & address)

Name

Street

City   State  Zip

Email   

Phone (required)

Deliver to (for shipment to a different address)

Name

Street

City   State   Zip

Phone (required)

Gift message

online: at www.aprilcornell.com
by phone (toll free): 888-332-7745 M—F, 8:30am — 6pm (EDT)
by mail: Send this form in a stamped envelope with credit card information, 
check or money order to April Cornell, 131 Battery Street, Burlington, VT 05401

Returns & Exchanges
-   Return Policy Merchandise must be returned unused, unwashed, and in original 

condition with tags attached. Please include packing slip/receipt or order confirmation.  
If packing slip or order confirmation is not available, please provide your name and 
contact information on a piece of paper with your return. If merchandise is damaged or 
has a quality issue, please contact Customer Service at 888-332-7745 before returning. 
Please allow 2-3 weeks to process your return.

-   Current Season Items Current Season merchandise returned within 30 days of receipt 
qualify for a full refund of the purchase price, to the original form of payment used.

-   Attic Attic items receive online credit.

-   Exchanges Send item(s) within 30 days of receipt to April Cornell Returns,  
131 Battery Street, Burlington, VT 05401. Please include the bottom portion of the 
packing slip with the item and indicate item number, description and size (if applicable) 
of item you would like in exchange.

Sizes
Ladies Collection in inches, US sizing. Actual garments measure slightly larger.

Women’s Collection, in inches, US sizing. Actual garments measure slightly larger.

XXL sizes available only in April 
Woman Collection Styles. Look for the 
(W) on catalog photos to see if the item 
is available in Plus Sizes.

We respect your privacy We aim to provide you with a safe and enjoyable shopping experience. 
To improve that experience and to ensure that you receive marketing messages relevant to you, we  
collect minimal transactional information and exchange some shopping data with reputable, like-minded 
marketing companies. We never sell your name. You have the choice to opt-out of newsletters and  
decline receiving catalogs. To unsubscribe from emails, simply select the “Unsubscribe” option at the 
bottom of every email. To stop receiving catalogs, please email customerservice@aprilcornell.com or  
call 1-888-332-7745 (Mon-Fri from 8:30am to 6pm EDT).

Delivery We ship your order from Vermont within 48 hours, excluding weekends and 
holidays. Most orders ship using the Lowest Cost method via SurePost®, an economy 
ground shipping service offered through UPS and the United States Postal Service. It 
combines the speed and reliability of UPS with convenient final delivery by the USPS. 
To receive your package via SurePost® you must provide your physical address, not just 
a PO Box.

We ship to all US addresses including Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. We also ship to 
Canada from our Canadian website—www.aprilcornell.ca. Please call Customer Service for 
a quote on shipping to international destinations. All U.S. and international shipments are 
from our Burlington, Vermont warehouse.

Standard shipping & handling rates: Contiguous United States

For standard shipping and handling rates to Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico, 
please visit our website.

Size

Chest

Waist

Hip

6-8/XS

34-36

27-28

36-37

8-10/S

36-38

29-30

38-39

10-12/M

38-40

31-32

40-41

12-14/L

40-42

33-34

42-43

14-16/XL

42-44

35-36

44-45

Size

Chest

Waist

Hip

16-18/XXL

44-46

37-38

46-47

18-20/W1

48-50

41-42

50-51

20-22/W2

52-54

45-46

54-55

Looking for a quick gift? 
Our Gift eCards are emailed to your recipient as soon as the order is placed.  
To order, please go to aprilcornell.com.

Questions? Email us at customerservice@aprilcornell.com or  
call Customer Service at 888-332-7745.

Merchandise  
Total

Delivery In

0-25.00

25.01-50.00

50.01-100.00

100.01-150.00

150.01-200.00

200.01-300.00

300.01-400.00

400.01 or more

Lowest cost via 
SurePost

4-9 Business Days

$6.70

$8.70

$12.45

$16.45

$19.45

$22.45

$26.35

FREE

Standard Cost 
via UPS

2-6 Business Days

$9.70

$11.70

$15.45

$19.45

$22.45

$25.45

$29.35

$32.35

Tw0-Day Air

2 Business Days

$21.70

$23.70

$27.45

$31.45

$34.45

$37.35

$41.35

$44.35

Next Day Air

1 Business Day

$26.70

$28.70

$32.45

$36.45

$39.45

$42.35

$46.35

$49.35

/

I’ve enclosed a check or money order for...

$ 

No C.O.D. please.

** Add 7% Sales Tax on  
Linens in VT & NJ

Add Shipping Cost (see chart) 
Free shipping for orders over $150

ORDER TOTAL

a

a. such a lovely undergarment! The Marissa Slip is stunning under our dresses, 
especially with a bit of the 9 inch net, double ruffle hem peeking out. Soft next to 
your skin. Narrow adjustable straps. Rayon. Antique. 
marissa slip
SLAA5206Z XS-XXL $59 W1-2 $69

b. the must-have item for layering under our lightweight dresses, the Essence 
Slip is an essential underpinning for a well-functioning wardrobe. Ecru.
essence slip
SLA5074Z XS-XL $59 

c. timeless treasures for beautiful living. The Chantilly Scarf showcases old-
fashioned craftsmanship of the highest order with a sampling of our embroidered 
laces artfully combined with panels of textured cotton slub and crochet lace. 
Imported cotton with nylon panels. Ecru or smoke (pictured). 
chantilly scarf  
SF5330Z one size $69 

d. looking to put new life into a favorite old dress? Here’s an accessory that’s 
sure to bring oohs and ahhs from admirers. Our Dutch Collar is a master work 
of cutwork-embroidered cotton and crochet lace. Three delicate mother-of-pearl 
buttons set in front. White or ecru. 
dutch collar 
AC5323Z one size $34 
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e. the right romantic garment for underpinning a completely elegant 
wardrobe with all the versatility you could desire. The Cherie Slip features 
lovely leafy ecru embroidery on the lower third and a light scallop on the 
hem. Rayon/cotton/nylon blend. Ecru.
cherie half slip 
SLA5287Z XS-XL $69

f. our crisp cotton pantaloons are perfect for layering under our dresses for 
a classically romantic, Victorian feel. Made in specially curated Indian cotton, 
these pants feature a deep, scalloped hem made from beautifully finished 
crochet lace. Easy elastic waist. Antique.
pantaloon 
PTAA5108Z XS-XXL $59 W1-2 $69 

g. an adorably original style that will put a smile on your face every time 
you put it on, the Camaloon is everything you wish sleep and lounge wear 
could possibly be. A quirky cross between a camisole and a pantaloon, this 
imported cotton garment is breathable and snugly. Ecru.
camaloons
JSA5106Z XS-XL $79
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a

nighties
unmatched comfort,  

exquisite details

a. once you try it, you won’t want to sleep any other way except free of 
elastics and embraced by skin-soft Indian cotton voile. The Pleasant features a 
Mandarin collar and tiny tuxedo pleating on the bodice. Gathers below the bust 
ensure a comfy, flowing fit. Imported cotton. White. 
pleasant nighty
NTA5269Z XS-XL $98

b. a fanciful masterpiece born to match the resplendent dreams of the 
romantic at heart, the Rachel is lovingly crafted with delicate insets of exquisite 
embroidered lace along the neckline. Fine details on the bodice with textured 
stitching. Sleeve trimmed with crochet lace. Ankle length. Imported  
cotton. Ecru.
rachel nighty
NTAA5251Z XS-XXL $89 W1-2 $99

c. made in our incomparably soft windowpane check, the Violet Nighty is 
soothing to sleep in. The square cut neckline is decorated with bursting floral 
embroideries. Pleats on the bodice give way to gentle gathers below. Crochet 
detailing on the sleeve with French knots on the yoke. Imported cotton. White. 
violet nighty 
NTAA5273Z XS-XXL $98 W1-2 $108

d. a classic—instant favorite and future collectible! The Belle Flower 
Nighty features a subtle, embroidered scrolling floral vine on the bodice. Made 
from soft and sweet Swiss dot cotton, its romantic sleeves in delicate gauze are 
trimmed with fine crochet lace. Imported cotton. Antique. 
belle flower nighty
NTA5275Z XS-XL $98

e. an inspired kimono neckline combines with April Cornell cotton and old-
fashioned elegance for sweetly simple perfection in the Penelope Nighty. Tuxedo 
pleating on the bodice releases to gentle gathers below a shaped waist, for a 
flowing, comfortable fit. ¾ sleeve. Imported cotton. Ecru. 
penelope nighty 
NTAA5271Z XS-XXL $89 W1-2 $99

f. when dawn’s rays arrive there is no better place to be than in the 
comforting embrace of the heavenly, cotton voile Dawn Nighty.  
Adorable night-shirt style, the Dawn is decorated with fabulous,  
vibrantly embroidered floral vines that scroll along the shaped bodice.  
Imported cotton/bamboo blend. Rose.
dawn nighty
NTA5288Z XS-XL $89

g. a classic april cornell nightgown, the Dreamer Nighty gets even softer and 
lovelier with every successive wear. Our signature, old fashioned details. Zig-
zag pleats on the shoulders with tone-on-tone embroidery on the sleeve. Mid 
calf. Mandarin collar. Imported cotton/rayon blend. White.
dreamer nighty
NTA5270Z XS-XL $98

h. wrap yourself in a bed of embroidered flowers with the smile inducing 
Bouquet Nighty. Made in incomparably soft, imported cotton voile, this 
garment is styled with a mandarin collar and button front opening to the waist. 
Gathers below the waist ensure a perfectly comfy, flowing fit. White.
bouquet nighty
NTAA5252Z XS-XXL $98 W1-2 $108

i. pajamas for snuggling the whole weekend away! If you’re like me and 
occasionally treat yourself to an indulgent weekend binge—like watching 
Downton Abbey again—this is the lounge wear for you! Classic herringbone 
stripe with embroidery on the flounce and at the shoulder. Elastic waist. 
Imported cotton.
saturday pajama
PJA5286Z XS-XL $119

embroidered eyemasks in 4 styles  
available online $18
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get up, get going. . . get after it
Our mission is to give our customers a sense of energy and confidence. We are a lifestyle brand. We create 
versatile, comfortable and stylish menswear for the modern man. Inspired by our travels and experiences—
and a belief that the world is a beautiful place—our clothing speaks to men of all ages and attitudes.

Already citizens of the world as children, Lee and Kelly are April’s second and 
third sons, who grew up in the business and the design worlds. Little wonder 

that, after sampling other professions in film and journalism, both have returned 
to retailing and clothing manufacturing, creating their own visions in design and 

points of view in men’s fashion.

One World Brothers: Generous, relaxed fit. Tall length.

Seaton Cornell: Tailored, stylish streetwear. Regular.

a. like a barreling wind rolling through the 
country plains, the Sandstorm Sunrise Hoodie 
comes in from the dunes with a blast and 
disappears into the distance. The Sandstorm 
Sunrise combines warm, earth-tone stripes with a 
relaxed fit. Natural, coconut buttons, soft cotton 
jersey lining. Imported cotton. 
sandstorm sunrise hoodie 
SH-09A S-XL  $89

b. a wonderfully simple, yet uncommonly 
stylish hoodie, the Earthtones jacket perfectly 
combines style and function. Naturally 
complementary, Earthtones pairs up with most 
pants or shorts. Soft grey cotton jersey lining. 
Matching dark buttons and two pockets. 
Imported cotton. 
earthtones hoodie 
SH-09C S-XL $89

c. from the rolling hills of New England to 
the California coast, the Black and White 
Flannel is a great addition to anyone’s clothing 
collection. Made in exceptionally strong and 
durable imported cotton, this versatile shirt has a 
weight and sturdiness commonly found in jackets. 
Imported cotton. 
black and white flannel 
SH-03B S-XL $89 

d. silver linings is all about the modern man—
versatile, relaxed, unique. Created with infusions 
of subtle color in an awesome, unique pattern, 
this style has a relaxed overall fit. The gray base of 
the Silver Lining Shirt works with many different 
outfits. Imported cotton. 
silver linings shirt 
SH-06AC S-XL $79

live your best stories. go out there & do an 
awesome job. change the world for the better.
Seaton Cornell is a premium menswear and accessory brand, celebrating the joy of storytelling, friendship, 
travel and textiles. For Kelly, founder, clothing is connection. “When I see someone wearing SC and 
living some of the great moments of his life wearing my clothing, I feel especially honored and proud. 
Love and live what you wear—that’s my belief.”

 Chest

S

34-36

M

38-40

L

42-44

XL

44-46

Sizing for One World Brothers & Seaton Cornell

a. this shirt is smooth. The deep blue color and 
all-over circle print make for a show stopping 
imported cotton button down that will be a staple 
in your closet. With a satin finish and button 
down collar this shirt is sophisticated in all the 
right ways.  
circle print long sleeve shirt 
SC-02 S-XL $85 

b. this medium weight denim has been a 
personal favorite in the fall season. Layered with 
a slate gray floral print, a sophisticated button 
collar, chest pocket, and mitered cuffs the details 
of this practical but stand-out shirt will keep it in 
your weekly rotation. Imported cotton. 
floral long sleeve denim shirt 
SC-01 S-XL $85

c. our craft leather weekender bag is a favorite. 
The soft leather, over the shoulder strap, and 
perfect size make for the right bag for almost all 
occasions. A perfect fit in any plane’s overhead 
bins this bag will be your traveling buddy for 
years to come. Imported leather. 
weekender bag 
C-05 one size $129 

d. this unique hand-woven ikat fabric is perfect 
for our skinny tie. With contrast lining fabric 
and a soft feel, it’s the right tie for your next big 
event. Imported cotton. 
ikat tie 
SC-03 one size $44

e. a standout accessory that will last a lifetime, 
this printed tie uses medium weight denim 
with contrasting lining. You’ll find this tie is as 
practical as it is good looking. Imported cotton. 
floral print tie 
SC-04 one size $44

SC

Pictured with Kelly (left) and Lee (right) is the team of master 
tailors and merchandisers from Cornell Overseas who see 

their products through the manufacturing process. The whole 
team works together to construct the highest quality, best 

designed styles for the One World Brothers and Seaton Cornell 
customers. As Kelly says, “Our friends in production provide 
the skills and expertise to bring our creations to life, and we 

are forever grateful to them.”

a

a b

c d e

c

b

d

Lee Cornell

Kelly Seaton Cornell
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traditions
memories to make,  

new stories to tell

holiday
a

a. a tender geometric design and tone-
on-tone embroidered florets embellish the 
empire bodice of the Noel Dress. Classic 
April Cornell detailing descends from the 
mandarin collar. Darts below the bust, tie 
back and pleats at the waist ensure a smooth, 
flowing fit. Rayon. 
noel dress 
DRAA5034Z XS-XXL $129 W1-2 $149

b. celebrate the joy and spirit of the 
Christmas season with our timeless, old-
fashioned dresses. A magical meld of our 
cheerful holiday prints in a classic pinafore 
style, detailed with a sweet ruffle on the hem. 
Tie belt. Imported cotton. 
christmas girls dress 
DR5360Z B $64 K $74 G $84

shown with megan petticoat available online

c. one of our favorite floral prints that is so 
perfectly suited for making magical childhood 
memories. Pleating below the waist and a 
fancy crochet hem will make your little girl 
feel all grown up, while in your eyes she will 
look as precious as possible. Pair with the 
Cloud Petticoat. Rayon.
cottage rose girls dress
DR5363Z B $59 K $69 G $79

tapestry girls leggings available online

NEED 
NEW 
COPY

d. dainty, yet eye-catching, these drops capture the essence of romance. 
Silver/jet Czech intaglio oval garnet drops. 9mm hematite on top. Sterling 
silver ear wires. 
intaglio oval drop earrings 
Revelation by Randall Johnson 
V9E 2” drop length $44 
Shown smaller than actual size

e. a gorgeous complement to the jewel tone of the Kitt Dress, the Kitt 
Jacket is a rare treasure. Moss soft cotton velvet, a faux double-breast 
opening, and a quilted puff collar—all are classic details that bring this 
special jacket to life. Imported cotton with rayon polka dot print lining. 
kitt jacket 
JKA5053Z XS-XL $209

f. take a stroll down memory lane, to recall the 1930’s grace and glamour 
of fashion icons like Jean Harlow and Hedy Lamarr. Steeped in timeless 
romantic details, the stunning Kitt Dress features a scalloped, heirloom lace 
collar and delicately pintucked lace inset bodice. Tie back. Rayon.  
kitt dress 
DRAA5155Z XS-XXL $129 W1-2 $149 

g. you get the whole kit and caboodle with the Kitt Dress, from the 
delicate baby-polka dot print to the delightful crochet collar and detailing 
on the bodice. This frock is picture ready for all kinds of family fun. Rayon. 
kitt girls dress 
DR5394Z B $54 K $64 G $74
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b. why should boys dressed in their fancy tuxedos have all the fun? We took 
some of the styling of classic men’s shirting and reinvented it with a feminine 
touch. Our Tux is made from crisp, imported cotton cambric with a finely pleated 
tuxedo placket . Lace down the front of the hidden button closure and around the 
collar. Extra long, shaped hem. White. 
tux blouse 
BLAA5015Z XS-XXL $79 W1-2 $89

c. a stunning way to make an entrance! Our splashy polka dot print gives 
the Primrose Dress a holiday flair, perfect for casual or more formal celebrations. 
Dress it up or down with accessories. Contrasting solid cuffs. Mock turtle collar. 
Back zip. Belt sold separately. Imported cotton.
primrose dress
DRA5223Z XS-XL $89

d. amazing floral embroidery decorates one side of the Primrose Belt. 
Reverses to the Primrose splashy polka dot print in wine. Ties in back, but may 
be tied to the side or front for different looks. Imported cotton.
primrose belt
BLT5227Z one size $29

e. sweet and pretty, the Cranberry Dress is classic April Cornell, designed to 
bring smiles to families everywhere. From its little floral block print to the set 
solid trim at the skirt, hem and neckline, it is cute for everyday wear and lovely 
for special occasions. Imported cotton. 
cranberry girls dress 
DR5391Z B $54 K $64 G $74

f. our classic skating coat comes to life this season as the darling Caroll 
Jacket. Delivered on a brisk breeze from the Scottish Highlands, the Caroll’s 
rich fall tones blend to make a striking statement for fall. Styled with a 
sumptuous cotton velvet collar, four button front, and nifty, form-enhancing 
inverted pleat at the center back. Acrylic with polyester lining. 
caroll jacket
JKA5215Z XS-XL $169

g. a cool country style that finds its way from the Scottish Highlands. Rich 
fall tones blend artfully together to create a perfect plaid suited for leisurely days 
or for a stunning Autumn or Thanksgiving outfit. Inset asymmetrical gussets give 
just the right playful flair. Acrylic with polyester lining. 
caroll skirt 
SKA5216Z XS-XL $109

a. like a glass of fine wine 
on a winter’s eve, the Jewel 
Dress is warm and relaxed. 
Lavishly embellished with 
artisanal details like thin 
pintucks on the bodice and zig-
zag pleating on the shoulder, 
this rayon gem exemplifies the 
rare and unique garments you 
will only find at April Cornell. 
Solid border on hem.
jewel dress
DRAA5094Z XS-XXL $109 
W1-2 $129

Also available in teal, shown on 
page 20

french beret available online in 
wine or black
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f. such an adorable addition to the collection! The Victorian Rose Skirt 
channels fifties flair in the sweet form of an itsy bitsy floral printed short skirt. 
Pair it with leggings or tights for a fun, flirty look. 96% cotton with 4% spandex.
victorian rose skirt
SKA5226Z XS-XL $39

g. holiday green in the Victorian Rose print. Possibly your first choice this 
season for casual wear. Fun and comfortable, the Victorian Rose Legging also 
has some romantic flair.  
victorian rose legging
PTA5195Z XS-XL $59 

victorian rose skirt shown above

h. exceptionally versatile, the Tapestry Legging is just the right piece to 
complement our blouses and tunics while also being ideal for wearing under 
our dresses. Of course, we couldn’t resist adding a little burst of embroidered 
flowers around the calf! 96% cotton, 4% spandex knit. Black, indigo, olive, 
wine or rose.
tapestry legging
PTAA5089Z XS-XXL $59 W1-2 $69

i. i absolutely love rediscovering my Scottish heritage through unique items 
in the collection. This piece is brought to life in a plaid with the rich tones I 
associate with that magical land and is embellished by gorgeous, but subtle 
embroidery at the asymmetrical points. Pulls over the head. Imported cotton.
scottie cape
CUA5174Z XS-XL $79

j. a fond tribute to treasured childhood memories I hold dear, of Christmas 
spent with my extended family in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, the Scottie is 
a gorgeous holiday plaid, embellished with subtle floral embroideries on the 
bodice. Tie belt. Imported cotton flannel.
scottie girls dress 
DR5380Z B $59 K $69 G $79

shown with the megan petticoat available online

a. how delightful! The Victorian Rose Jacket in luxurious, imported 
cotton velvet just brings a smile to my face. It makes the day seem brighter. 
Contrasting deep red collar. Side slit pockets. Faux double-breasted look with 
eight antiqued, cast metal buttons. Deep red imported cotton lining. 
victorian rose jacket 
JKA5023Z XS-XL $289

b. one of our most beloved prints has been re-imagined in a holiday-ready, 
cotton velvet frock that is almost too sweet for words. This old-fashioned pinafore 
style is lightly gathered below the waist and trimmed at the hem with 2” row of 
red net. Tie belt. Imported cotton velvet with nylon net hem. 
victorian rose girls dress 
DR5362Z B $79 K $89 G $99

c. our much loved, old fashioned petticoats are extremely popular because of 
their hard-to-find, pretty shape. They look adorable under our pinafore dresses 
and provide all the modesty and warmth you may be seeking. Cutwork cotton 
on the collar, cuff and hem. Imported cotton. White or ecru.
cloud girls petticoat
DR5385* B $34 K $44 G $54

d. the perfect accessory for globe-trotting bohemians, the Bandini Silk Scarf 
is imbued with a vibrant energy all its own. Shawl length, feather-weight silk 
showcases a traditional geometric design known to those familiar with the pink 
city of Jaipur and the Rajasthani deserts of northwest India. Merlot or apricot.
bandini silk scarf
SF5310Z approx. 30x80” $44

e. one of our favorite prints for the season!  
Styled with a flattering boat neck and easy 3/4  
sleeves, this piece is the perfect “go to” for can’t-miss  
casual elegance. 96% cotton, 4% spandex. 
victorian rose t-shirt 
TSA5230Z XS-XL $49
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a. fabulous flannel is the ideal fabric for spending winter afternoons and 
cool fall evenings snuggled up—hopefully with a good book by a roaring 
fire. Embroidered on the lapel with our trademark April Cornell flowers 
for an extra dollop of sweetness. Large patch pockets. Self-fabric belt. 
Imported cotton flannel. 
scottie dressing gown
DGA5291Z XS-XL $129

b. such a romantic, feminine style, the Peaceful Nighty is bound to 
become one of your favorites. Delicate details like the stitched pintucks 
on the bodice, the cotton crochet neckline trim, and a fabulous ruffle tie 
at the neck—all add to the artistry of the design. ¾ sleeve. Ankle length. 
Imported cotton. White.
peaceful nighty
NTA5260Z XS-XL $79

c. get ready to get cozy! We have just the flannel nighty to help chase 
away the winter blues. The Scottie is brought to life in deliciously soft, 
imported cotton yarn and features good old-fashioned detailing like the 
lovely tone-on-tone floral embroidery on the bodice. Buttons to the waist. 
Mid calf. 
scottie nighty
NTA5292Z XS-XL $98

d. a new offering, brought to life in buttery soft cotton and trimmed 
at the shoulders and neck opening with an original floral print. The print 
repeats as a wide border at the hemline. I know that, like me, you will fall in 
love with this versatile garment. Ankle length. Side slits. Imported cotton.
winterberry caftan
CFAA5103Z XS-XXL $98 W1-2 $108

the unbridled joy of Christmas 
morning with family 
e. some of my most cherished memories are of annual family ski vacations 
spent at Mont Tremblant when my children were young. This nighty would 
have been perfect in those days. It’s the one I’ll be wearing this winter. Floral 
embroidery on the bodice. Buttons to the waist. Mid calf. Imported cotton flannel.
tremblant nighty 
NTA5285Z XS-XL $98

f. embroidered on the lapel with our trademark April Cornell flowers for 
an extra dollop of sweetness, the Tremblant Dressing Gown is made from 
remarkably soft, imported cotton flannel. This gown will keep you smiling all 
the way to Spring! Large patch pockets. Self-fabric belt. Ankle length.
tremblant dressing gown
DGA5284Z XS-XL $129

g. take your place by the fireside clad in our comforting nighty while your 
mind wanders both near and far. Renaissance neckline embellished with a 
garland of embroidered flowers. Gentle gathers below for a flowing fit and 
elegant drape. Crochet lace neckline. Above ankle length. Imported cotton.
fireside nighty 
NTAA5256Z XS-XXL $94 W1-2 $104
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a. in the vast Hindu pantheon, Aruna,  
the charioteer, drives the sun god Surya across  
the sky. Our Aruna Caftan also sparkles, 
exquisitely rendered in super saturated Jamavar 
jacquard. Tiny sequins and delicate sea beading 
adorn the placket. Fringed hem. Rayon. Black, 
brown or wine. 
aruna caftan 
CFA6151Z XS-XL $79

tapestry legging in olive shown on page 43

b. such a complementary, versatile shape! 
Perfect for an easy transition from work to play. 
A classic shirt collar meets our carefully sourced, 
imported cotton/rayon blend to create the 
Elizabeth Blouse. Embellished with rows of pleats 
and inset cotton crochet. Delicate contrasting 
buttons and crochet-trimmed sleeve. Ecru.  
elizabeth blouse
BLA5055Z XS-XL $89

c. a framed cameo in rich coffee browns 
and creams makes these dangles perfect for 
our autumn styles. Lady cameo in brown with 
brown biwa pearls. Silver-toned metal frame. 
Sterling silver ear wires.
cameo in cream dangles
Revelation by Randall Johnson
SA69E 1.75” drop length $44
Shown smaller than actual size

d. a timeless, heirloom-caliber garment made 
for a very special girl, dressed for a very special day. 
Winter wedding or fancy holiday party, she will be 
the star of the event. Embroidered on the bodice 
with tone-on-tone embroidery. Crochet trim around 
the neckline. Imported cotton. 
country angel girls dress 
DR5382z B $49 K $59 G $69

shown with josette pantaloons available online

e. a stunning gown to enhance memorable 
evenings, the Soirée embodies classic April Cornell 
elegance. Styled in deliciously translucent rayon 
georgette and lined with a silky rayon slip, this 
garment is accented by a ruffle that extends all the 
way from the cap sleeve to the raised waist. Looks 
great with Soiree Coverup shown on page 51. Rayon 
shell and slip. 
soirée dress 
DRAA5047Z XS-XXL $169 W1-2 $189

parisian reverie necklace shown on page 17

unique
always beautiful,  

always April & all for you

always

Brown

Wine

Black
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a. show stopping diamond-shaped embroideries provide the focal point 
to this stunning geometric print. The Domino Dress isn’t playing any games, 
though! Black gusset inserts in the full skirt and matching black collar mirror 
the domino effect. Side pockets. Below the knee. Rayon.  
domino dress
DRAA5092Z XS-XXL $139 W1-2 $159 

b. cleverly channeling the flair so prevalent in 1940s, the Cravat Dress fea-
tures a contrasting Mandarin collar, gentle gathers on the shoulder, and a lovely 
inset waistband. Pintuck stitching on the bodice. Brass floral-shank buttons. 
Hidden pockets. Rayon.  
cravat dress
DRA5009Z XS-XL $139

c. victorian-inspired drop earrings, the image of the Lady in Waiting 
shimmers in the matte crystal glass cameo. Fresh water pearl ball with 6mm 
hematite drop. Sterling silver ear wires. 
lady in waiting drop earrings 
Revelation by Randall Johnson 
V34E $49 
Shown smaller than actual size

d. fin de siècle elegance in this unusual setting for a cameo. Lace set in matte 
metal, silver-toned frame.Lady with birds in black cameo. White biwa pearl 
drop. 20”chain. Pendant measures 2.5x1” 
portrait of a lady necklace 
Revelation by Randall Johnson 
MA19N $64   
Shown smaller than actual size

e. a classic blouse to coordinate perfectly in so many ways, with jumpers, 
skirts and bottoms. Made in skin-soft, imported cotton and styled with a 
delightfully scalloped cutwork collar and cuff. White.  
nicole blouse 
BLA5058Z XS-XL $69

f. a gorgeous, but easy going, traditional pant style that pairs wonderfully 
with our cotton separates like the Nicole or Tux Blouses. Rayon fabric and a nifty 
geometric print combine to create a casually elegant look that dresses up your 
wardrobe in just the right way. Elastic waistband. Rayon.  
cravat pant 
PTAA5213Z XS-XXL $84 W1-2 $94

french beret available online in black or wine

g. i love wearing and designing this kind of casual, and, of course, beautiful 
blouse. Made in imported gray cotton with a subtly drawn black pinstripe print, 
the garment has fine accordion pleating on the bodice with flattering gathers falling 
below. Nehru collar and split neckline embellished with a rosette.  
ink blouse 
BLA5095Z XS-XL $98 

h. skirt? nope. pants? yes! These billowing, wide-legged pants have become one 
of the most favorite items in our Vermont office. Fresh and fun, they somehow seem 
to make the whole world smile. Tiers of expansive, imported cotton ruffles with a 
matte metallic sequin trim. Black or wine.  
pizzazz pant 
PTA5083Z XS-XL $149
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a. it was forty years ago that April started 
designing one of a kind pieces like the Pink Pepper 
Dress. Featuring a cadet-shaped bodice with pink 
button detailing and an elegant Nehru collar, this 
rayon garment gathers in pleats at the waist for a 
fabulously flowing, draping fit. Epaulet detail. 
pink pepper dress
DRA5006Z XS-XL $109

b. an inspired version of an artist’s smock, the 
Pink Pepper Jacket is a creative’s dream. Designed 
with a pleated center front with full-bodied sleeves 
and deep side pockets, the Pink Pepper is as 
perfectly suited for paint brushes as it is for special 
occasions. Decorative tabs on the side seams. Rayon.  
pink pepper jacket 
JKA5019Z XS-XL $129

c. fantabulous fiesta of dazzling floral 
embroidery blooms on the Chi Chi Pant. Sure 
to spice up any outfit, these ankle length pants 
incorporate April’s unique styling with beautiful 
three-inch, heirloom-caliber lace at the hem. 
Combine stunningly with the Tux Blouse or Pink 
Pepper Jacket! Rayon.  
chi chi pant 
PTAA5113Z XS-XXL $98 W1-2 $108

d. so cute and totally versatile! Wear our 
Bohemian Dress with tights, stockings, pants or a 
long flowing skirt. It will quickly become your “go-
to” favorite this season. Exquisite floral embroidery 
on the front and back, including raised florets on 
top of pintucks that fall to just below the waist. 5” 
crochet lace hem. Imported cotton. Black or rust.  
bohemian dress 
DRA6554Z XS-XL $129

e. i can hardly wait to wear this dress to a cocktail party 
this fall! I absolutely love the textured hopsack material.  
It has such a natural feel and look, but becomes so enticing 
and elegant when you combine it with stunning floral 
embroidery. Fold-over Mandarin collar. Imported cotton. 
Sleeveless. Dark charcoal.  
claudia dress 
DRA5056Z XS-XL $129

f. exaggerated flutter sleeve, delicate flounce at the front 
opening, all in a gentle georgette that’s light as gossamer. 
The Soiree Coverup is the quintessential complement to an 
elegant evening on the town, made in basic black for total 
versatility. Rayon.  
soiree cover up  
CUAA5112Z XS-XXL $69 W1-2 $79

g. c’est magnifique! Eight floral embroideries burst to life 
from the button front, framed bodice, while the square cut 
neckline is artfully finished with a delicate embroidery trim. 
Crotchet trim edges the Swiss dot net sleeves, neckline, and 
hemline that also has an attached, embroidered scalloped 
edge. Lined with a shantoon rayon camisole. 100% net 
nylon. Charcoal. Also available in antique. 
mariposa blouse 
BLA5209Z XS-XL $129

h. soft as a butterfly’s wing, the Mariposa Skirt is like 
a magical charm summoned to life from the pages of a 
forgotten fairy tale. Layer on paneled layer of billowing 
asymmetrical Swiss dot net is artfully arranged to give an 
airy effect. Elastic waist. Rayon lining. 100% nylon net 
shell. Charcoal only. 
mariposa skirt 
SKA5197Z XS-XL $139

i. a double cameo—a rose in celadon on top of a black 
cameo of a lady with birds—brings a touch of mystery to 
these elegant drop earrings. Lady cameo with adventurine 
briolette drop. Green rose oval tops. Sterling silver ear 
wires. 
evening adventuress drop earrings 
Revelation by Randall Johnson 
V19E 2.25” drop length $44 
Shown smaller than actual size
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PAID
April Cornell

Free shipping on orders over $150 * Use Code: THANKS15 Offer expires 12/15/15* 888-332-7745

a holiday memory to cherish—a much loved doll. Our dolls are hand-made 
and hand-stuffed with love. Each has yarn hair, styled somewhat differently. All 
have sweet embroidered eyes and little red mouths and wear removable dresses, 
coordinating bloomers, and ballet shoes. The Memories and Victorian Rose 
Dolls carry little “babies” in their jumper pockets. The Heirloom Rose Doll has 
a little kitty in her backpack. Imported cotton with polyester filling.

DOLLHEI* heirloom doll $39 
DOLLMEM* memories doll $39 
DOLLVIC* Victorian rose doll $39

special holiday entertaining section
see pages 22-31

131 Battery  Street  
Bur l ington,  VT 05401 

888-332-7745

*least cost shipping, excludes 
AK & HI. $150. min, based on 
merchandise total. may not be 
combined with other offers or 
applied to previous orders.

For stories, prizes, giveaways & sales, sign up for emails  
at aprilcornell.com and go to facebook.com/aprilcornell.

feel beautiful, live beautiful, be beautiful

USA
April Cornell Flagship
131 Battery Street
Burlington, VT
802-863-0060

April’s Basement
131 Battery Street
Burlington, VT
802-863-0060

April Cornell
60 main Ave. #2
Ocean Grove, NJ
732-807-4783

April Cornell Outlet
2548 White mountain Highway
North Conway, NH
603-733-5276

CANADA
La Cache Flagship Store
1353 Greene Avenue 
Westmount, QC
514-935-4361

La Cache Outlet
425 Rue main
Hudson, QC
450-202-0917

La Cache Comox Valley
244 Fifth Street
Courtenay, BC 
250-871-0229

to order, call toll free 888-332-7745 or 
visit one of our fabulous stores

check us out!
on the small or  
big screen
Our new website is easy  
to use on your iPhone
or Android!

Scan here to shop our mobile website 

www.aprilcornell.com


